
Supercharging

Electrically Assisted Turbo
charging for Highperformance 
Offhighway Engines 
Electrically assisted turbocharging is an interesting technology for optimizing the transient 

behavior of engines. MTU Friedrichshafen has tested it in the form of a cross charger 

during test runs on the turbocharger test stand and on an engine from its own portfolio. 

There, the effectiveness of the concept and its compatibility with the design principle and 

philosophy of the ZR family of turbochargers were demonstrated. 
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GENERAL CONDITIONS 

In the context of the ongoing program  
of continuous development of its turbo
charger family, MTU Friedrichshafen  
has decided to include electrically assist
 ed turbocharging (eTC) in its technol
ogy portfolio. The concept is designed  
to further enhance the transient perfor
mance of engines that originally uti
lized sequential turbocharging or tur
bochargers incorporating wastegates  
or variable turbine geometry.

The growing trend toward the electr
ification of drive systems in the offhigh
way sector opens the way for synergies 
within existing electrical infrastruc
tures such as onboard networks, storage 
systems and power electronics. At the 
same time, however, hybrid drive sys
tems demand a high level of agility in 
load point stabi lization processes in order 
to minimize emissions. The concepts 
involved facilitate the combination of 

electric motors and combustion engines 
that will deliver the torque required at  
any time. Nevertheless, load jumps and 
the rapid cutin of a combustion engine 
can only be realized in conjunction with 
minimal emissions if adequate charge 
pressure has already been built up in 
advance by electrical assistance.

The capacity of eTC technology for 
recuperation generates further synergies 
in hybrid systems because it means that 
superfluous exhaust gas energy can be 
fed into onboard networks. In addition, 
the electrically assisted buildup of 
charge pressure can increase the turbo
charger’s swallowing capacity and per
formance and obviate the need for waste
gates. A further positive sideeffect that 
results from a reduction in the turbine’s 
flow pressure buildup is the decrease  
in pumping losses that facilitates opti
mized consumption across wide areas  
of the engine performance map.

With the aim of advancing this tech
nology to the point of product and series 
production maturity, MTU adopted the 
cross charger principle [1] developed by 
G&L Innotec. The crucial benefit here is 
the possibility of incorporating the tech
nology in existing turbochargers without 
abandoning either the design principle  
or the philosophy on which MTU’s ZR 
family of turbochargers is based.

The functional principles of the elec
tric drive unit were verified by means  
of analytical investigations and compo
nent tests [2]. The following article illus
trates the efficiency of the technology  
as demonstrated during tests on turbo
charger and engine test stands.

RESULTS OF COMPONENT TESTS

Following testing of the electrical compo
nents, design validation of the media gap 
motor and CFD analysis of compressor 
inflow, an exhaust turbocharger (ETC) 
converted into a cross charger under
went tests on an inhouse hot gas test 
stand. FIGURE 1 shows a section through 
the rotating axle of the prototype with 
an integrated media gap motor.

Tests were conducted in two stages. 
The first stage investigated the extent  
to which integration of the media gap 
motor in the compressor resulted in sig
nificant changes to the functional char
acteristics of the turbocharger. Initial 
tests investigated whether the rotor mag
net, secured in front of the compressor 
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on the rotor, influenced the vibration  
of the rotor and whether it was possible 
to operate the ETC safely up to its limit 
speed without incurring bearing dam
age. The results obtained were subse
quently used to determine compres
sor characteristics pertaining to per
formance and map width. In both  
these tests, the stator and the rotor of  
the media gap motor were replaced  

by a dummy with geometry and mass 
distribution corresponding to that of the 
electrical components. The second stage 
investigated the interplay between the 
electric machine and the turbocharger. 
The test schedule included both load 
jumps to various target speeds designed 
to determine transient behavior, and sta
tionary point observations taken at vari
ous speeds in order to investigate possi

bilities for applications involving continu
ous operation.

FUNCTIONAL VALIDATION

Two eddy current sensors offset at 90° 
were used to measure the shaft paths  
at the compressor inlet in order to deter
mine radial bearing stability. FIGURE 2 
shows the frequency analysis of one of 
the radial displacement sensors during 
rampup from 40,000 rpm to 100,000 rpm, 
the analysis being taken as representative 
of all rampup sequences under different  
oil operating conditions.

At the bottom end of the speed range 
between 40,000 and 60,000 rpm (660  
to 1000 Hz) the radial path was initially  
relatively high and was characterized  
by two subsynchronous vibration con
stituents. From 60,000 rpm it decreased,  
concomitant with centering of the rotor, 
by a factor of 2. At full speed, subsyn
chronous and speedsynchronous vibra
tions were at the same low level. The 
vibration patterns determined were  
characteristic of this rotor with its indi
vidual balance status and indicate that 
stable ETC operation is possible even  
with the additional mass in front of the 
compressor wheel.

Inspection of compressor performance 
included a CFD analysis of inflow at one 
operating point, calculation of a charac
teristic curve and a concluding backto
back comparison of the standard config
uration with the cross charger setup in 
the experiment. The results are shown  
in FIGURE 3.

In the case of the series production 
ETC, the CFD calculation indicates  
peel blisters in the vicinity of the com
pressor nut. In the case of the cross char
ger setup, these are eliminated by the 
design of the inflow dome and compressor 
performance is consequently improved. 
The resulting improvement in pressure 
ratio and efficiency was verified in the 
characteristic performance map test.

TRIALS WITH  
ELECTRICAL ASSISTANCE

FIGURE 4 presents a schematic of the cross 
charger setup on the hot gas test stand 
and the results of an electrically assisted 
rampup run. In addition to the standard 
ETC configuration, a frequency inverter 
and a DC source were required for control 
of and power supply to the electric motor. FIGURE 2 Frequency analyses, radial displacement 1 during ramp-up (© Rolls-Royce Power Systems)

FIGURE 1 Turbocharger ETC ZR1.115.F converted 
as a cross charger (© Rolls-Royce Power Systems)
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Characteristic electronic parameters (DC 
and AC) were measured using a power  
measuring device not indicated here. 

Matching of the frequency inverter  
to the specifications of the media gap 
motor was a major factor in exploiting  
the potential of the electrical machine  
to the full. Matching was conducted on 
an electric machine test stand prior to  
the hot gas trials together with validation 
of the media gap motor design.

The ETC was configured on the hot gas 
test stand in line with gas turbine princi
ples. The air moved by the compressor 
was available as drive energy at the tur
bine after the introduction of heat in the 
diesel combustion chamber. With this 
configuration, trials on the component 
test stand illustrated the selfenhancing 
effect expected later in conjunction with 
the combustion engine.

FIGURE 4 shows on the right the results 
obtained in connection with a load jump 

from 35,000 rpm to 80,000 rpm. The 
boost took place at the operating point 
where the ETC, running loadfree on the 
hot gas test stand, could still just be oper
ated without exceeding the maximum 
turbine inlet temperature. When current 
was applied to the motor, power con
sumption increased sharply to around 
12 kW. Here, in addition to the torque 
available from the electric motor, acceler
ation of the ETC was also attributable to 
the combustion air supplied and heated  
in the combustion chamber. For this pro
cess, regulation of the amount of fuel  
was effected via a linear flow control 
valve with no precise adaptation to the 
volume of air in the system. 

Speed and input power patterns  
were determined by the conversion  
of energy in the hot gas combustion 
chamber and cannot be directly com
pared with the specific characteristics  
of the combustion engine although they 

nevertheless illustrate the functional 
principle of an electricallyassisted  
thermodynamic system. This is clearly 
shown in FIGURE 5 by the comparison  
of two rampup runs with and without 
electrical assistance.

In conclusion, the thermal characte
ristics of the media gap motor during 
stationary operation were investigated. 
Here, at constant speeds and with 10 kW 
assistance, the time taken for the motor 
to heat up from 100 to 130 °C was mea
sured. Maximum permitted motor tem
perature is 160 °C.

At constant power, tests identified 
speeddependent times for a heat shift of 
around 30 K. This varied between 150 s 
at 36,000 rpm and 840 s at 65,000 rpm. 
Investigations therefore showed that 
apart from pure boost operation, poten
tial also exists for stationary operation 
without immediate overheating of the 
electric module.

FIGURE 3 CFD analysis of inflow (left) and performance map calculation (right) (© Rolls-Royce Power Systems)

FIGURE 4 Schematic test setup of cross charger in gas turbine configuration (left) and 
results of an electrically assisted ramp-up run (right) (© Rolls-Royce Power Systems)
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SELECTION OF TEST UNIT

MTU chose the Series 890 downsizing 
engine concept as the test vehicle or 
engine system for investigating eTC. 
During development of the engine,  
particular emphasis was placed on  
the compact dimensions of the engine 
block. In order to achieve a wide engine 
performance map together with simu l
taneously high power ratings, the turbo
charging capabilities of these engines are 
extremely high. The charging system of 
the 10V cylinder configuration with a  
total displacement of 11 l comprises  
two identically dimensioned turbocharg
ers with variable turbine geo metry and  
set up in a singlestage sequential switch
ing con figuration. At rated power point 
(3800 rpm) the engine generates 800 kW. 
The use of these engines in drive systems 
for landbased defense applications makes 
extremely rapid torque development a high 
priority and places very high demands on 
the eTC subsystem to be tested.

ANALYTICAL INDICATORS

A GTPowerbased 1D process com
putation concept was used to assess  
the influence of the eTC system on the  
overall behavior of the engine. Here,  
the significance of the additional power 
made available at the turbocharger rotor 
assembly by the electric module was 
determined and this value later provided 
a basis for the design of the media gap 
motor. It proved possible to verify by ana
lytical means that a signi ficant improve
ment in transient load acceptance perfor
mance and torque development perfor
mance for the engine system overall can 
be achieved with additional power of 
circa 10.5 kW per turbocharger.

RESULTS OF FULL-ENGINE TESTS

The extremely compact design of the elec
tric module facilitated the ideal solution 
for integrating the modified turbochargers 
in the existing engine. Two stationary 

DCvariable power supplies were used to 
power each of the two DC/AC frequency 
inverters, FIGURE 6. 

Various applicationspecific operating 
and application profiles were initially 
assessed in order to determine criteria 
for evaluating the engine system overall. 
Extreme situations in both stationary 
and transient operation scenarios pro
vided the test criteria for investigation  
of the overall system. A further aim was 
to verify engine reactions previously  
calculated analytically.

The system characteristics listed below 
were investigated during the tests. The 
first four items are discussed in greater 
detail in this article:
 – determination of timetotorque  
values (engine torque development  
at constant diesel engine speed)

 – determination of load acceptance 
capabilities at constant diesel  
engine speed

 – measurement of diesel engine  
acceleration processes (P ~ n³)

 – investigation of permanent extension  
of diesel engine performance map

 – effects on diesel engine emissions
 – use of turbocharger to  
generate electrical energy  
(recuperative operation)

 – investigation of various control  
strategies for the new technology 
using engine controllers (ECU)

 – influence of inverter input voltage  
on overall engine performance.

Measurements included evaluation  
of appropriate relative comparisons  
for the eTC subsystem when deacti
vated and when activated. During  

FIGURE 5 Comparison of 
ramp-up with and with-
out electrical assistance 
(© Rolls-Royce Power 
Systems)

FIGURE 6 Schematic of turbocharging configuration, MT 892 diesel engine (left) and e-TC system mounted on full-engine (right) (© Rolls-Royce Power Systems)
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tests, the main emphasis was placed  
on overall engine performance and 
appropriate electrical parameters were 
measured, recorded and evaluated.

The slight transient deterioration 
observable when the system was  
deactivated and attributable to the  
additional rotatory mass of the rotor  
of the electric module on the turbo
charger rotor assembly shaft was  
con sidered in relation to the original  
standard system without an electric 
module. The influence was identified  
as marginal.

TORQUE DEVELOPMENT AT 
CONSTANT ENGINE SPEED

Timetotorque parameters directly 
reflect the agility of the turbochar
ger group in interplay with the  
diesel engine. Timetotorque val
ues were determined under various 
operating conditions and at different 
engine speeds. The test stand’s 
speedcontrolled power brake/ 
dynamometer served to keep diesel 
engine output speed constant. Com
mencement of measurement was 

marked by an acce lerator shift (from  
0 to 100 %) and measurement con
cluded with the achievement of maxi
mum torque.

In the case in point here, with the  
system activated, it proved possible to 
reduce the time measured by a factor  
of 2.5. FIGURE 7 shows the results of  
measurement at the engine idling speed 
point. ETC system switchin conditions 
were a decisive factor for the times mea
sured and a number of variants were 
investigated. Analytically determined 
wholesystem prognoses are likewise 
indicated. It proved possible to improve 
on these in actual operation.

LOAD JUMPS AT  
CONSTANT ENGINE SPEED

The characteristics tested also covered 
wholesystem load jump capability. The 
investigations conducted here included 
virtually ‘digital’ torque jumps at engine 
idling speed. The magnitude of the load 
jumps involved was dimensioned to fully 
reflect the achievable limits of the diesel 
engine. For purposes of comparison, the 
engine was operated in speedcontrolled 
mode for this operational maneuver.  
The torque set point selected for the test 
stand power brake/dynamometer marked 
the start of measurement, FIGURE 8.

By implementing eTC, it proved  
possible to increase the torque jump 
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FIGURE 7 Measurement of time-to-torque values with and without e-TC (© Rolls-Royce Power Systems)
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from 100 % (maximum increase  
with eTC deactivated) to up to 220 %. 
The characteristic stabilization pat
tern of the engine system likewise  
exhibited significant change with  
the speed drop ‘tolerated’ by the  
diesel engine and consequently upon  
the torque jump increasing from  
12 to 21 %. In the context of these  
mea surements, switchin conditions  
for the eTC system again proved to  
be a decisive influence. 

REPLICATION OF  
ENGINE ACCELERATION

The two measurements described above 
examined the effects of eTC at station
ary speed. The following dis cussion 
relates to an acceleration sequence along 
a characteristic P ~ n³ performance 
curve such as those occurring in marine 
applications or scenarios involving a 
torque converter blocked on the output 
side (stalling brake).

For this purpose, the engine was  
operated at idling speed point with a 
slight engine base load (comparable  
with the base load in a customer applica
tion). Here, a signal initiated by an accel
erator pedal shift also marked the com
mencement of measurement which then 
ended on achievement of the rated speed 
point (stalling point, intersection of 
engine fullload curve and the propeller 
curve under investigation). The time that 
elapsed between the start and end of 
measurement represented the criterion 
for evaluation. 

It proved possible to reduce the  
acceleration time to 67 % of the origi
nal value. With the system deactivated, 
the speed stagnation observed at circa 
70 % of the period measured is attribut
able to sequential switching of the turbo
charger configuration. Electrical assis
tance to the turbocharger configuration 
reduced this phenomenon to an almost 
imperceptible level.

PERMANENT EXTENSION OF 
ENGINE PERFORMANCE MAP

The measurements described below 
involved simulation of variations in  
the range of diesel engine performance 
maps attributable to the turbocharging 
configuration in use. Singlestage, con
ventionally charged highperformance 
applications, such as those involving 
serial hybrid drives, generate conflict 
ing aims between high power ratings  
and performance map width. In such 
applications, a high power rating is the 
primary design criterion for the turbo
charging system. Nevertheless, the need 
for fuel efficiency means that a wide 
characteristic performance map must 
also be targeted. 

Adaptation of sequential switching 
parameters facilitated simulation of  
this application scenario as well as 
investigation of the influence of eTC 
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FIGURE 9 Measurement of engine  
acceleration along P ~ n³ propeller curve  
(© Rolls-Royce Power Systems)

FIGURE 10 Measurement of stationary engine performance map extension (© Rolls-Royce Power Systems)
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within the scenario. Two cases were 
observed. One was based on conven
tional exhaust turbocharging, one uti
lized electrical assistance technology.  
In the engine speed range observed  
here, maximum achievable engine 
torque was restricted by the limit  
values set for exhaust gas tempera
ture upstream of the turbine and the 
combustion air mass ratio (lambda).

The maximum engine torque to be 
achieved dropped after a particular 
engine speed was reached because in ad
equate charge pressure necessitated 
a reduction in fuel injection quantity in 
order to prevent the limit values men
tioned above being exceeded, FIGURE 10. 
In the second measurement with eTC 
significantly higher engine torques  
were achieved, and in the speed range 
observed, achievable diesel engine 
torque (stationary) was doubled with
out exceeding engine limit values.

CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS

The investigations described here  
verified the functional capability of  
eTC technology. This provides confir
mation that the design principle and the 
series production concept of the MTU 
turbocharger family can be maintained 
and that, where necessary, turbocharg
ers can be fitted and equipped on a mod
ular basis. Investigations on the engine 
test stand demonstrated a significant 
increase in agility across all loadswitch
ing cycles of relevance within the 
offhighway sector.

Integration of this technology  
into a test vehicle is now possible and 
would be the next developmental step. 
The introduction of this technology 
promises a significant increase in the 
per formance of MTU’s ZR family of  
turbochargers together with all the 
additional customer benefits that this 
entails. With eTC, future engine proj
ects could be consistently designed  
to enhance transient performance  
and optimize consumption. 
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During combustion development, short calibration and testing phases 
are key to reduce development cost. Additionally, a cost-effective 
substitute for a 1st generation prototype engine can help to achieve 
ambitious cost targets. 

AVL‘s single-cylinder engine (SCE) is a most versatile development tool 
which allows to carry out the majority of engine calibration work on SCE 
for all Diesel, Gas and Dual Fuel combustion systems. Furthermore, it 
enables hardware defi nition of fuel injection equipment, combustion 
system and power unit components. 

AVL’s Single Cylinder Engine Family.
• Easy reconfi guration to different bore and stroke by adaptation of 

only a few components 
• Genuine power units for 300+ bar PFP available for specifi c bore ranges 
• Simple adjustment of cam profi les for valve timing variation or 

combination with VVT systems
• Separated oil circuits for mass balancing system, gear train, external 

bearing and crank compartment
• Rigid common base frame design enables a fast installation or 

de-installation of the entire SCE and dynamometer unit

MODULAR LARGE-BORE 
SINGLE CYLINDER ENGINES 
A fl exible and versatile tool to reduce development cost and time

SCE200 SCE260 SCE350 SCE520

Bore Range mm 150-200 175-280 250-360 330-520

Stroke Range mm 180-280 220-330 350-500 500-720

Engine Speed rpm 1000-1800 900-1000 720-800 500-600

Peak Firing Pressure bar 300 300 300 300

Max. Rated Power kW ~200 ~500 ~1100 ~2300

AVL. Your engineering partner for all kinds 
of fl exible single cylinder testing solutions.
www.avl.com


